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As one of the mainstream 3G standards,WCDMA provides users with a new 
high-speed mobile broadband services. In China, WCDMA started commercial using. 
During the network and terminal upgrade, rigorous testing and performance evaluation are 
necessary to ensure network reliability and to achieve the desired goals, so Related test 
equipment are needed. Integrated network tester basing on WCDMA that can complete 
real-time monitoring of entire network signaling processes and measured data, it is 
important to WCDMA network analysis and network optimization. During designing 
system, this paper use the way of loading and upgrading the software to implement the new 
standards,new business and new user requirements basing on common hardware platform. 
This way of building system by SDR that makes system flexible,reconfigurable, 
development cycle short and lifetime cycle long, with great practical use. 
    This paper firstly studies the basic theory of SDR and WCDMA physical layer key 
technologies. Basing on this, then designs structure of baseband demodulation processing 
modules and achieve uplink downlink physical channel baseband demodulation processing 
functions by software programming, including the descrambling,despreading, rake 
receivers and TFCI decoding function modules,etc. Algorithm principles and 
implementation details of major modules in the system are given in the paper. 
    In the paper, WCDMA baseband demodulation processing functions are implemented 
in software mode, classifying and meansureing off the function model through 
object-oriented programming ideas. On the one hand,iding the internal implementation 
details allows users to use the module more convenient. On the other hand, it also enhances 
the flexibility of the system by modifying part of the module to complete entire system 
upgrade and reconfiguration. Also, the paper deeply r search channel estimation and carrier 
synchronization algorithms, and suggests a way throug  two related ways to achieve carrier 
synchronization, then gives the algorithm simulation and data analysis. The final system 














    With the standardization of WCDMA system and continuous improvement and 
upgrade of business systems, future research focus n track of commercial WCDMA 
standard version., with commercial system version of the WCDMA network, continuously 
updating and upgrading Tester Software to accommodate new networks and new 
applications. Meanwhile, we can add  testing function of different 3G standart to 
integrated tester and make it to be 3G network integra d tester in the future. 
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WCDMA 作为 IMT-2000标准之一被提出至今，其标准化进程都在持续。从 2000




WCDMA 网络的商用也在如火如荼的进行中，截至 2008年 7月底，全球共 228
个 WCDMA 网络，242个 HSDPA网络,51个 HSUPA网络；WCDMA-HSDPA网络
数占 3G商用总网络数量的 72%，并呈现出持续增长的趋势。而在国内，中国联通在
09年初获得WCDMA 牌照之后，在全国范围内掀起大规模商用进程，并在之前的全
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